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• View the evolution of fragments • Pahtase the
physicochemical and geometric properties of chemical

ligands • Design potential inhibitors • Visualize (1D and
2D) the RMSD matrix of RNA molecules • See the lowest
energy 3D structures in the PDB • Preview of the sequence
and 3D structure of RNA molecules • Read the file from
the sequence in the FASTA format • Read the file from

the PDB format (as a 3D representation of the structure in
the PDB format) • Sort/filter structures according to their
minimum RMSD values • Sort/filter structures according
to their similarity (identity) index values • Create/view a

set of similar structures • Generate/view the structure of a
given fragment • Create/view the structure of a given
chemical ligand • Analyze/visualize the evolution of

fragments • Analyze/visualize the physicochemical and
geometric properties of chemical ligands • Analyze/view
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the lowest energy 3D structures in the PDB • Analyze/view
the lowest energy 2D structures • Analyze/view the lowest
energy 1D structures • Change the physical parameters of

the structure (e.g., the minimum and maximum
temperature, molecular weight, etc.) • Change the topology

of the structure (e.g., change the numbers of nucleotides
and atoms) • Create a PDB file from the structure in the

PDB format • Generate a sequence from the 3D structure
in the PDB format • Generate a sequence from the
structure in the PDB format in the FASTA format •

Generate a sequence from the sequence in the FASTA
format • Generate a sequence from the structure in the
FASTA format in the FASTA format • View/read the

sequence of a given structure • View/read the sequence of
a given molecule • Print the sequence of a given molecule •

Generate a sequence of a given fragment • Generate a
sequence of a given chemical ligand • Analyze/visualize
the lowest energy 2D structures • Analyze/visualize the

lowest energy 1D structures • Analyze/visualize the highest
energy 2D structures • Analyze/visualize the highest energy

1D structures • Analyze/visualize the 3D structures •
Analyze/visualize the lowest energy 3D structures • Analy
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FlexNovo

FLEXNOVO is an application that aims to help scientists
in the study of RNA sequences. Initially, this application
was developed for analysis of fragments in ribosomal
RNA, but it was extended to the whole transcript. With the
help of FlexNovo, it is possible to browse a large collection
of RNA sequences and see fragments in which certain
patterns occur more frequently. FlexNovo makes it
possible to easily search for fragments that are similar to
one another, what makes it possible to predict how a given
RNA sequence can fold in three-dimensional space, and
then you can design potential inhibitors of ribosomal
RNAs that can disrupt their interaction with other
molecules. Not only that, this application can also be used
to study the chemical composition of a given fragment.
With the help of the chemical formula calculator, you can
easily determine the expected yield of a synthetic reaction
of a given fragment. Moreover, there are several variables
to consider when designing molecules for a given
fragment, such as the stereochemistry of the molecule, its
stability, and so on. Also, you can easily test which
molecules are suitable for ribosomal RNAs and some other
types of nucleotides. FlexNovo is a multi-platform
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application, and therefore it can be installed and run on
Linux, MacOS, Windows, and even Android devices!
Features: ANOVA (Analysis of Variance), which is an
extremely useful function that enables you to perform a
variety of tests on the given data. Machine Learning, which
is a feature that allows you to quickly train neural
networks. Search, which allows you to search for all of the
fragments that have a given pattern, what makes it possible
to see patterns more easily. Search by location, which
makes it possible to search for fragments in a specific
location, whether it is in a transcript, protein, or DNA.
Search by chemical formula, which makes it possible to
search for fragments by their chemical formula, which
provides you with additional functionality, especially for
the chemical structure and chemical formula calculator.
Graphical user interface, which makes it possible to easily
use FlexNovo and see the results. See also FlexX
(software) References External links Category:Ribosomal
RNA Category:Nucleic acid software Category:Sequence
analysis software Category:Science software for Linux
Category:Chemistry software Category:Chemistry software
for Windows Category:Molecular modelling software
Category

What's New in the?
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FlexNovo is a command-line utility that is distributed
under the GNU General Public License v2.0. It is available
at How to use FlexNovo: FlexNovo requires Unix and Unix-
like operating systems, such as Linux, OpenBSD, Mac OS
X, or BSD. Run FlexNovo on the command line: You can
run FlexNovo from the command line using the following
syntax: flexnovo -u lib.xml -u: specifies the path to a file
containing a.flexx file. This file should be a text file
containing a FlexX file. A sample file is located in
/usr/share/doc/FlexNovo/examples/flexx.example. You can
also specify a.flexx file location using the -f argument.
Input the input parameter of the command: flexnovo
recognizes the following input parameters (all parameters
are required): -t: Specifies the threshold of the maximum
number of "staple" residues of a certain type. A "staple"
residue is one that is shared by all possible 3D RNA
structures in a pool of RNA structures. A "staple" residue
is considered to be a sequence whose torsion angles and
helices do not vary across structures. A "staple" residue is
considered to be a sequence with a pair of negative
backbone torsion angles and with a helix length smaller
than the threshold value. Note that the result of -t is the
total number of residues of a certain type. -w: Specifies the
number of water molecules to include in the structures.
The number is specified as an integer greater than or equal
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to zero. If the number is equal to zero, then all water
molecules will be included in the structures. The input
parameters are specified using the following syntax:
flexnovo -t 1 -w 3 input_file -t: Specifies the threshold of
the maximum number of "staple" residues of a certain
type. A "staple" residue is one that is shared by all possible
3D RNA structures in a pool of RNA structures. A "staple"
residue is considered to be a sequence whose torsion angles
and helices do not vary across structures. A "staple" residue
is considered to be a sequence with a pair of negative
backbone torsion angles and with a helix length smaller
than the threshold value. Note that the result of -t is the
total number of residues of a certain type. -w: Specifies the
number of water molecules to include in the structures.
The number is specified as an integer greater than or equal
to zero. If the number is equal to zero, then all water
molecules will be included in the structures.
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System Requirements For FlexNovo:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit / Windows 8 64-bit / Windows 10
64-bit Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (required), Intel Core
i3, Intel Core i5 or better Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics:
AMD Radeon HD 4000 series or better DirectX: Version
11 Hard Drive: 25 GB free space Sound Card: Microsoft
DirectX 9.0 or better Additional Notes: (Steam Client) If
you don't already have the free version of the Steam client,
you can download it here
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